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The Taiwan authorities published Cultural Heritage Preservation Act in 1982. After 
that, the Taiwan authorities specified the historic sites and historical architecture at all 
levels. Jinmen owns most of the historical architecture of Taiwan. The decorative 
patterns and the language elements come from southern Fujian. However, they have 
changed. Some local cultural elements have mixed into the historical architecture of 
Jinmen. Jinmen had enforced the "Battle Zone Political Affairs" in the year of 1949 to 
1992. At those days, the construction of the building is strictly controlled by the Taiwan 
authorities. Besides, Jinmen and Xiamen had isolated from each other. Therefore, 
Jinmen couldn’t get can't the building materials required, and the construction industry 
of Jinmen developed slowly. But on the other hand, it is a good thing to protection of the 
historical architecture in Jinmen. The cultural landscape is unique. When studying 
architecture of Jinmen , we cannot ignore the decoration art that is part of the 
architecture culture. 
This paper will discuss the basics of historical architecture in Jinmen, the spatial 
structure and decorative patterns of historical architecture are included. In face, we are 
focusing on the traditional architecture of Shanhou. As to the decorative material for 
architecture, clay sculpture, wood carving, tile carving, stone carving, ceramic of Jiaozhi, 
color decoration, elements of image, historical characters, flowers and plants, fruits, 
flower vases and curio shelves are in majority, followed by lucky mascot, patterns, 
ancient artifacts, religious treasures, inscription, and so on. Pictures in this paper mainly 
include those elements. 
Through field research, reading historical documents and interviews, we get a lot of 
information. This paper will study the pictures by using those materials. We will talk 
about the meaning of historical stories and characters, focus on the meaning of  
decorative material to clan of Wang. Furthermore, we will analyze features  and 
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